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Abstract 
Being endowed with the international vision, Silk Route needs elaboration and discussion in light of tourism so as to be revived 
in the travel and trade market. All the secondary data from varied sources is analyzed to provide a conceptual framework of 
tourism opportunity for the nations along Silk Route as a tourism circuit. It also intends to identify the challenges and constraints 
to tourism development process and suggests various strategies to overcome these constraints. Promoting circuit tourism may 
help the authorities to maintain and develop the induced destinations of Silk Route in a coordinated manner for complementing 
the term “Tourism internationalization”. 
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1. Introduction 
Tourism has become an ideology to destination development. For countries it is meant to establish new ventures 
and relations in this competitive era. Developing a network approach of countries in terms of economy generation 
has also created the opportunities for tourism participating industries to set the standard at the international level. 
Also Gibson et al. (2005) scrutinize for the development of strong tourism clusters “international and national 
agencies actively promote the concept of business networks at a local destination level” and this identification 
supports investors in choosing to build and capture the increasing numbers of tourism arrivals. As 
Internationalization is the process by which firms become involved in serving markets outside their home country 
(Teare,1993), the mainstream perspective in international business assumes that firms will internationalize on the 
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basis of a definable competitive advantage that allows them to secure enough to cover the additional costs and risks 
associated with operating abroad (Kadrolkar and Bidarkundi, 2011). But this ensuring such requires the sufficient 
operations of a chain of resources (destination, services, etc) that are not necessarily owned by a single country 
(Chowdhry, AI.) hence forming a circuit of aligned tourists destinations. Cullinan et.al (1977) in a report “Central 
America Panama Circuit Tourism Study” defined circuit as a pleasure trip which includes two or more countries by a 
resident of a third country and the Silk Route destinations in such perspective may provide a contemporary approach 
as there involves a complete array of induced destinations that formed a bridge between the East and West and was 
an important vehicle for trade among ancient empires of China, India, Persia & Rome. However International 
economic establishments fasten importance to the international tourism flow given that it prompts monetary transfers 
supporting world foreign-trade balances. Creation of a global society means that tourism businesses have the ability 
to operate globally and many have opted for a competitive strategy of internationalization (Peric, 2005). Revealing 
the identity of Silk Road as a tourism circuit may enforce globalized transition as it connects not only the 
destinations but nations with different consents as well. Such complementation of resources by more than one nation 
has constructed the global tourism industry, which now the largest and fastest growing industry in the world 
(UNCTAD, 2007). Hence the need for internationalization is critical in order to win in this dynamic and highly 
competitive market of tourism destinations (Oktadiana and Furinto, 2009). In such perspective the present Silk Road 
region offers a similar potential to modern business (UNWTO, 2009). 
2. Review of Literature  
Tourism is identified as “one of the most promising areas of growth for the world economy” (Scheidegger, 2006).  
But evolving tourism trends have led to a shift away from standardized mass tourism to more individualistic patterns 
in which greater flexibility and a more meaningful experience have gained prominence (Poon 1993, Hummel 
brunner and Miglbauer 1994, Gilbert 1989). Nordin (2003) discusses the advantages of the formation of cooperation 
nets in an industry, which allow for the effective exploitation of the collective efficiencies and/or the development of 
external companies from the enterprises (entrepreneurial cooperation, work productive specialization, collective 
infrastructure, service specialization etc.). And, as in any organization, the structures of international companies 
must serve to coordinate business activities and to move information quickly and accurately across borders and 
around the world (Bourgeois et al.1999). In contrast to this treating the country's tourism industry as a corporate 
entity makes it mandatory for the stakeholders to run it like one - creating and developing new products to start with 
(Sisodia, 2011). Circuit tourism serves as an option to such premise. However circuit tourism involves visit to more 
than one destination during a trip away from home (Hotelmule.com, 2011). Jackson and Murphy (2006) added that 
cluster development would contribute to the transition from comparative advantage into competitive advantage and 
that factor (input) conditions could be integrated through cluster development to enhance a region’s competitive 
advantage. And from the broader perspective, circuit tourism is mostly comprised of a chain of destinations lying in 
more than one neighboring countries (Chowdhry, A.I). Furthermore the interdependence of attractions, services, 
transportation, information and promotion highlights the need for collaboration and it is evident that companies 
located in a destination have a lot to gain from being located in a close proximity (Nordin, 2003). The growing 
interest in the partnership in tourism development is the belief that tourist destination areas and organizations may 
be able to gain competitive advantage by bringing together the knowledge, expertise, capital and other resources of 
several stake holders (Kotler et al., 1993 cited in Bramwell and Lane, 2000). And in spite of the initial progress in 
understanding the tourism business, the relationship between tourism and international business needs to be 
explored and strengthened (Hall and Coles, 2008). 
3. Objectives of the Study 
The core objective of the paper is to provide a framework of tourism opportunity for the nations along Silk Route 
as a tourism circuit at international level. Moreover this research paper also aims to:  
 
x Tourism internationalization theory in specificities of Circuit tourism along Silk Route.  
x To identify the challenges and constraints to tourism development process. 
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x To suggest the various strategies in order to overcome these constraints. 
4. Research Methodology 
Research methodology is based upon secondary data collection through previous literature. The study is 
conceptual in nature. Data on the basis of tourism circuit and Silk route as well as international tourism prospect has 
been extracted from varied articles, journals, magazines and websites and other online sources for the purpose of 
research. The conceptual frame of this study intends to discuss the concept of circuit tourism development along 
Silk Route that may lead to the tourism internationalization process. Moreover this study also analyses the various 
constraints and challenges to the tourism internationalization process in terms of Silk Route. 
5. Theorizing Internationalization of Circuit Tourism in Essence of Silk Route Circuit 
Internationalization process depends on the dynamism of International markets as well as domestic market 
conditions (Kadrolkar and Bidarkundi, 2011). Emergence of tourism as an industry has created a competitive era 
that led the nations to think about expansion of business at international level. The circuit tourism development 
provides opportunities for the destination by maintaining a collaborative approach thus attaining the benefits of 
international expansion that are known and include additional growth and expansion; the opportunity to increase 
revenues, profits and return on investment (Peric, 2005). Once progress is made in intraregional movements of 
resources, goods and people, the Silk Road can maximize its central position to exploit trade and investment 
opportunities with South Asia, East Asia, West Asia and Europe (UNCTAD, 2009). Further the internationalization 
of tourism services is achieved by moving across the border the consumers from the importing country towards the 
exporting tourism country (Carmen, Iuliana, Cebuc, 2012). Developing the destinations as a tourism circuit along 
Silk Route is beneficial as they reduce transaction costs and greatly enhance the productivity and efficiency of all 
the business activities in the cluster (Zeng, 2008). Greater economies of the scale across the tourism industries are 
perhaps the sought benefit in these cases through forging such cooperation across national borders (Krugman, 1995). 
Further cross border circuits could be based upon on various themes or on effective transport connectivity (Sisodia, 
2011). Such peculiarity in persuasion with Silk Road stands to be justified as for a thousand years before him, 
pilgrims, traders; scholars and adventurers had trodden the many trade routes between India and China (Financial 
Express, 2002) that may lead to international extension which means that a firm establishes relationships in country 
networks that are new to the firm, through penetration in those networks by means of the development of 
relationships in those networks and at last through connecting networks in different countries, also called 
international integration (Engelbertink, 2010) . Analyzing the prospect of circuit tourism along Silk Route may 
induce a network of tourism industries of intact countries as inter-firm networks link societies which exhibit 
significant social and institutional variation, embody different welfare regimes and have different capacities for state 
economic management: in short, represent different forms of capitalism (Henderson et al. 2002). It is also a point of 
concern that the developed and the developing nations are allied by new interdependent relationships through 
tourism, and developing theory of circuit tourism along Silk Route may add a new dimension to the 
internationalization process 
6. Tourism Internationalization and Silk Route Perspectives: Cross-Country Comparative Analysis 
A pilgrimage to India “The Western Paradise” - was the ultimate dream for many Chinese. Indian sculptors, 
painters, artists, musicians, astronomers, mathematicians and scholars were to be found in every city along the Silk 
Road, and had an honored place in Xian, the then capital of Imperial China. Even more remarkably, these two 
civilizations co-existed peacefully for nearly three millennia without any significant period or event of armed 
conflict. Such a record between neighboring countries must be unprecedented in world history. The existence of 
internationalized and competitive small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) is an absolute necessity for the 
growth and prosperity of national economies (Özçelik & Taymaz, 2004) which are especially important in tourism 
(Mungall & Johnson, 2004; Smeral, 1998). Some recent studies show that the country has not gained benefits as 
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expected by opening of Indian economy in terms of reducing international trade gap (Kumar, K. 2001). China 
already has emerged as one of the largest trading partners of India. In 2010, the bilateral trade stood at $61.74 
billion, which is expected to touch the $100 billion-mark by 2015 (www.indianexpress.com 2011). The Indian 
market is increasingly fetching space at international competition and Indian companies have to succeed 
domestically and globally if they want to survive and grow (Ramachandran, et al. 2004). The South Asian country is 
especially keen to dismantle the barriers for cooperation in information technology, education, the financial sector, 
healthcare and tourism (Acharya 2006, Sharma 2012). According to UNWTO Report, at 55.7 million visitors, China 
today is rated as the third most popular tourist destination in the world (after the United States and France). This 
number represented a 9.4% increase over 2009. The use of internationalization in the tourism sector intends to 
increase the competitiveness of the firms through the increase of the productivity and improving quality service 
and/or introducing new products (e.g., customization, ICT interaction) (Otto and Ritchie, 1996; Weiermair, 2006; 
OECD, 2008; Sundbo et al. 2007).  
Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report (2013) ranked India 11th in the region and 65th overall, gaining 
three places since the last edition. In the interests of safety, security and economics, leisure travelers are switching 
from long-haul to short and medium-haul destinations. In the last few years, Chinese travelers have focused on 
Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, and Myanmar. Indians too have taken advantage of the attractive tourist 
packages available for travel to Sri Lanka, Maldives, Mauritius and in the South-East Asian region. In contrast to 
Western airlines, carriers in Asia have increased their reach and frequencies, notably to India and Australia. 
Domestic tourism and intra-regional tourism are the only games in town, as of now. In this scenario, however, India-
China bilateral travel continues to languish, at levels just marginally higher than in 1999. As compared to China, 
India is well assessed for its natural resources (ranked 9th) and cultural resources (24th), with many natural and 
cultural World Heritage sites, rich fauna, many fairs and exhibitions, and strong creative industries certainly not the 
backpacker’s paradise as made out to be. More Chinese people have travelled abroad in comparison the foreign foot-
fall that their country has received.  According to the United Nations World Tourism Organization, China will be the 
world's fourth-largest source of outbound tourists by 2020, with 100 million overseas visits. Official policy in China 
has also promoted such overseas travel, and preferred nation status for destinations have resulted in large numbers of 
visitors to that country (e.g., Australia in the 1990-2005 periods).  
According to a report  presented by Confederation of Indian Industry (2011) China is the 12th largest market for 
inbound tourism in India Indian arrivals into China, on the other hand were estimated at ~500,000 (2009) up from 
120,000 in 2000. This excludes visitors to Hong Kong, which were estimated at another 375,000 in 2009. Indian 
arrivals into China are miniscule at the moment. Both Indian and Chinese visitors to the other country are primarily 
traveling on business (with up to 50% doing so). Around 40% of Chinese visiting India do so for leisure, while the 
corresponding number for Indians visiting China is estimated much lower (~30%). The immediate opportunity 
therefore is targeting leisure travelers to visit each other. Underpinned by the growth in disposable incomes, Indian 
international tourism expenditure has increased from US$1.3 billion in 1997 to US$8.2 billion in 2008 and over 
US$12 billion in 2010. The ‘Kuoni Travel Report India’ predicts that total outbound spending would grow to US$28 
billion by 2020 
In fact countries like India and China, leaders of the world industrial development, are no longer playing an 
inactive role as tourism destinations managed by major tourism international tour operators; they are rather 
becoming vigorous subjects generating tourism demand and new entrepreneurship, vitally emphasizing on creating 
networks between the different ‘World Heritage Sites’ they jointly share (Toinitiative.org, 2002). Even According to 
UNWTO, China will become a leading destination by 2020 with highest number of tourist arrivals. With this 
background, it is imperative that India and China engage each other to increase bilateral tourism for their mutual 
benefit. Even if each country got only 5% of the other’s outbound market, it would mean 0.5 million additional 
tourists right now for India and 0.25 million for China. For India, this implies a foreign exchange inflow of at least 
$0.5 billion and approximately 20,000 additional jobs. The time now is propitious. China has just joined the WTO, 
and its out-bound travel regime will shed its restrictive features over the next 18 months. India has recently been 
declared one of the 21 ‘approved tourism destinations’ for Chinese travelers, though some formalities still remain 
before this status is operationalized fully. The first direct flights between Delhi and Beijing and between Delhi-
Taipei started earlier this year. Business travel between the countries has picked up, but to tap the tourism goldmine, 
we must act quickly on a few fronts. 
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7. Analysis of Brand Theory in Tourism Internationalization 
The question of whether to standardize or to adapt the international marketing has received great attention during 
the last forty years, both options presenting positive arguments as well as serious limitations (Ghantous, 2008). By 
2025, India is set to become the world‘s fifth largest consumer market, up from the 12th largest in 2007 (McKinsey 
Global Institute, 2007). However on the international level, rivalry among countries competing as destinations (with 
different positioning and promotional campaigns to attract visitors) is the focus of the analysis (Nordin, 2003) and 
Branding is perhaps the most powerful marketing weapon available to marketers of destination (Venkatachalam and 
Venkateswaran, 2010) and determining the concept of Silk Route development, it may prove to be positive attribute 
for stake holders and development authorities to introduce this circuit (Silk Route) into market as a complete new 
brand, comprising a variety of choices for tourists. In fact, taking its brand on an international level offers great 
opportunities both for the survival of the firm as tourism and its expansion (Melewar and Walker, 2003). This will 
be reflected not only in the business and organizational choices of individual companies but also in the overall 
patterns of internationalization of Indian companies as a genre (Kadrolkar and Bidarkundi, 2011). Looking towards 
the more elaborated pattern at the international level, Silk Route Circuit itself may serve as an international brand 
because of its expansion throughout the major regions of Asian Continent connecting West and East.  Also, 
important international brand equity also allows these brands to better conquer new markets (Douglas et al. 2001). 
This criterion reflects the importance of the standardization vs. adaptation question in international branding, often 
considered as one of the major research and managerial problems (Prime and Usunier 2003). Moreover, Hassan et 
al. (2003) consider that all product categories do not show the same global potential, and recommend that 
international marketing strategies should strongly take this into consideration as the consistency of the brand’s core 
essence reflected in its international image becomes a necessary condition to its success and continuity across 
markets and cultures (Quelch 1999, Melewar et al. 2003). 
8. Challenges and Constraints to the Internationalization Process 
The biggest challenge especially for developing countries like India as a late comer is how to create new 
competitive aura in the market. The basic reason for the growing interest in partnerships in tourism development is 
the belief that tourist destination areas and organizations may be able to gain competitive advantage by bringing 
together the knowledge, expertise, capital and other resources of several stakeholders (Kotler et al., 1993 cited in 
Bramwell & Lane, 2000). Tourism internationalization is crucial for Silk Route destinations forming tourism circuit 
in order fulfill a successful hold up strategy, and that process may likely to be extensive and expensive, especially 
where the modernization in tourism sector continues to move forward rapidly and competition from the developed 
countries remains fierce. The explanation to the accomplishment for Silk Route circuit sustains in its ability to treat 
global competition as an opportunity to build capabilities and adopt strategies that turn latecomer status into a source 
of competitive advantage (Fan, 2007).  
Moreover while considering Silk Route as an international tourism confront, it is also important to understand 
that members of the cluster are mutually dependent, good performance by one can boost the success of the others 
(Chowdhury, A.I) but the adaptation of the service management system in internationalization is problematic due to 
unique local conditions and cultural values, the simultaneous need for critical mass in the network for purposes of 
scale economies, and differentiated learning (Go, Pine 1995). Generally speaking, the operators direct their attention 
only towards the local tourist’s activities, and, because of the close competition and of the limited resources they 
consider internationalization as being a slow and expensive process (Bădulescu and Rusu, 2009). 
Being tagged in a circuit, Silk Route countries are in supposed to face difficulties in stipulations of political 
issues, probably the greatest will be effects, concern and dispute from heightened security which are expected to 
continue as international tourism borders may cause a difficulties in applying homogenous management strategies 
(Chowdhury, A.I). In addition to this economic disparities are also one of the major concerns that constrain certain 
stakeholders’ willingness or ability to participate in the process (Harris et al., 2001). Then there are the enormous 
social challenges, which very difficult to handle even with the best intentions and the most effective instruments 
(Müller 2012).   
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Other big issues are visa facilitations and the internal conflicts, especially within weak nations, could trigger 
large-scale clashes among states attempting to assert their interests (Johnson, 2001). Poor infrastructure is another 
barrier to challenge that needs to be faced in the tourism circuit promotion along Silk Route. Differentiation in the 
planning process of various countries needs a well formularized and collaborative policy approach. Inefficient 
border procedures contribute to the relatively low levels of intraregional trade and, in some of the Silk Road 
countries, declining levels of cargo transportation by road, rail and/or air (UNCTAD, 2009). 
9. Conclusion and Suggestions 
In the last decade tourism industry has evolved as a most aggressive overseas investor of all industries. A holistic 
point of view towards the Silk Route requires a multidimensional approach if the tourism society is to even begin to 
comprehend the internationalization process. Emergence of new travel trends has raised the level of competitiveness 
and hence also makes it difficult to the countries that all the induced countries anticipating for a significant place in 
international market, to ensure that all the destinations are equally developed and maintained in terms of service 
integrity, quality and consistency. However Interaction and alliances arising from joint procedures may have 
competitive advantages over the secluded actions of countries. Opportunities to find out the tourism potential along 
Silk Route circuit are evident from it historical contributions to travel and trade. But the challenge is to find out the 
committed stakeholders’ approach towards its promotion.  There is a need to locate the opportunities as international 
cooperation, among all challenges by the countries to develop this historical asset that binds the nations into a 
circuit. In short the participation, approval and support of stakeholders from across the Silk Route are essential in 
ensuring the success of the Silk Road. Many destinations are currently using the Silk Road to promote their 
destinations, however without a universal communications strategy; their efforts are not reaching their full potential 
(World Tourism Organization, 2012). Thus there is also a need of network approach in order to fill such 
communication gap. With the process of economic integration among the silk route destinations, the cooperative 
approach to tourism development may strengthen among every country intact in the Silk Route circuit. On the 
broader prospects there is need to think upon the various strategies as: 
 
x Coordinated marketing approach by the member countries may help in revealing the Silk Route identity. 
x As an advanced terminology co-branding strategy may prove to be beneficial and economical. 
x Identification of the unknown induced destinations within the countries tagged in the silk Route circuit proves to 
be a forward step in development process.  
x Increase cooperation policy and practices between associate States to allow convenient travel across international 
borders  
x Separate visa facilitation for Silk Route countries should be framed. The best example may be driven from 
Schengen visa concept of European countries.   
x A multi-faceted approach to planning and development, taking into consideration of destinations’ fragility, 
environment and investment and community involvement will be an added concern. 
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